FLEET & DISTRICT u3a
Newsletter
24th October - “Top Hat” at The Mill, Sonning
10th September- GL’s Annual Meeting and GL’s
Lunch
15th September - Monthly Meeting
20th October - Monthly Meeting
14th November - 2 Night stay in Thursford
for Christmas Show
17th November - Monthly Meeting

3rd December - Christmas Lunch

Have you renewed
your Membership
For details as to how
to renew your Membership on
line See Page 2
For an alternative renewal
See page 10
Chat from the Chair
Good news! Fleet U3A will open up as usual in September, government advice permitting. This may
seem too speedy for some but let’s be bold and look
forward to seeing our friends in person again soon.
We now know that we will have to become accustomed to living with Covid-19 in our daily lives much
as we live with ‘flu and other infectious diseases.
I visited one of our best used venues recently and was
very impressed with all the safety measures in place
to ensure a comfortable and safe return to group
meetings. Of course, it will be up to Group Leaders to
visit ‘their’ venue to check specific arrangements prior to meeting in person again. Obviously, any C-19
requirements made by your venue must be followed.
Meetings in private houses are entirely at the discretion of the host, as ever, and meetings outdoors are
already happening and obviously present far fewer
concerns.
As a committee, we have made decisions that will
govern how we operate in hired venues from September onwards. Most of these changes have already
been mentioned to you in previous newsletters and
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can be found in the Group Leaders’ Handbook on our
website.
Each GL will be required to complete a risk assessment and share it with the committee before starting
their groups again. If your group has a national organisation then their risk assessments are probably the
best to use. For instance, I lead one of our Bridge
groups and the English Bridge Union have a comprehensive risk assessment on their website which I will
complete before September. Generic risk assessments are available on our website and on the Third
Age Trust website.
We would prefer that each member brought their
own refreshments to minimise the risk of cross infection. In fact, several venues have already told us that
their kitchens will be out of use in the short term.
We recommend that each member has hand gel or
wipes for their personal use. Face coverings should
be worn, when appropriate, unless rules have been
completely relaxed.
It has been decided that all attendance fees will be
collected for the term in advance. There are two reasons for this change. The first is to avoid the need for
collecting lots of cash each week and possibly spreading infection. The second is to ensure we have
enough funds coming in to pay venue charges. Hire
costs have to be paid for each session regardless of
the number of attendees. We already know that rental costs will be higher post-pandemic (some venues
have increased their costs by 25% or more). If some
group members are joining your meeting via Zoom,
then an attendance fee will be payable. If your whole
meeting takes place via Zoom i.e. no venue is needed,
then attendance fees will not be required.
The Third Age Trust, our umbrella organisation, has
published advice about attendance at group meetings
and proof of vaccination. It is perfectly possible to
require all members to show proof of vaccinations OR
proof of a recent negative Covid-19 test. Both options
must be offered to comply with anti-discrimination
rules. We prefer to let GLs decide what is better for
their own groups, knowing their group members as
well as they do, rather than we, as trustees, making a
blanket requirement.
I am confident that you will all see the need for these
new ways of working as we move towards opening
up again. I think it is imperative that we do return to
meeting as soon as possible because unless we regain
some normality soon, we are in danger of becoming
too attached to our current restricted existence!
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Membership Renewal
Now that it looks as though lockdown restrictions will be lifted in mid-July and (hopefully) everyone
has now been double jabbed I do hope you will give a thought to renewing your membership.
For those of you who have renewed your membership, a very big “Thank you”.
The deadline for renewal is 13th July. If you renew after this date, you stand the chance of not receiving your membership card and programme in time for Group Enrolment - don’t forget, the
Group Leader(s) of the group(s) you wish to join need to have confirmation of your current membership status before they can enrol you.

As with last year and due to COVID-19 restrictions, your Committee has decided that
Group Enrolment Day on August 25th will be conducted by email and/or telephone.
Further details will be in the newsletter.
The easiest and preferred renewal method is to pay via the website. The website will be available
for on-line renewals w.e.f. 1st June 2021 :
To Renew your Membership Go to www.fleetu3a.org.uk
Select the ‘MEMBERSHIP’ drop down menu (located on the top right-hand side of the screen)
and choose the ‘RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP’ option. Full details are given on this page of
the website. You will then need to enter :

Membership number : numeric
Forename :
with leading capital
Surname :
with leading capital
Post Code :
all capitals with one space between the two portions of the postcode i.e. GU** *XX
Email :
all lower case

PLEASE NOTE THAT YOU MUST TYPE IN EVERYTHING - DO NOT USE THE SELF-POPULATING FACILITY

Remember : You do NOT need to have a PayPal account in order to pay. You can pay by either a
credit or debit card using the guest facility. Please scroll down to the end of the PayPal site as you will then find the guest facility.
Note :

If you pay via this method your membership card will be emailed to you automatically. If, however, you do not receive it within 24 hours please contact memsec@fleetu3a.org.uk and I will email you a copy.

Whether you renew on-line, by Bank Transfer or by post, the request is very straightforward:
PLEASE HAVE YOUR RENEWAL COMPLETED BY TUESDAY 13th JULY 2021
After this date, I will be posting the new Fleet U3A Programmes to all those who have renewed on
time.
Your Group Leader(s) and Committee have worked hard in order to facilitate the continuation of
group ‘meetings’ during the past 12 months and we look forward to receiving your renewal notification in due course. Best regards
Fiona
Membership Secretary
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Walking Football (WF)
Just to let you all know that Adrian Bunting one of my Walking Football stars has been selected to represent England as part of the fourteen man squad following the final trials held at Solihull for the Over 75
WF England team. The intention is to play a series of home international matches over the coming
months, Covid regulations permitting. He is going to be a busy man!
Needless to say our WF group is absolutely delighted with his honour and we will all draw inspiration
from his tremendous achievement.
Peter Buck See Adrian’s thoughts on page 4

Cycling – a New Start
As we come to the end of our 2020
-21 season, we can look forward to
restarting our fortnightly outings in
September. A number of our previous regular riders have missed riding this season for health reasons
or the need to stay at home and I
hope that we will be able to welcome you back in
September. We will also be open for new members to join us. I will take email bookings on Enrolment Day on 25 August. Please do not try to book
before then, as I will not be keeping a record of
attempts to book early.
We have two groups doing identical two-hour
rides starting at 10.00 am from the Canal Wharf
on Reading Road South. One group goes on
Wednesdays and the other on Thursdays. For
safety reasons I will continue to limit the numbers
on each ride to 8 people, although I will have
about 16 people on each register. We have been
doing that this term and it has been rare that
someone who wanted to ride failed to get a place.
Rides tend to be about 11 to 12 miles at a moderate pace and we always have a rest half way for
coffee and a chat. We are not in a hurry, so don’t
worry if you are a bit rusty and have to dismount
to push your bike up hills. Everyone else will be
secretly grateful for a rest. In consideration for
other path users, we have this year tried to avoid
cycling on busy narrow paths, such as the canal
towpath, although this is not always possible. We
manage to find quiet lanes and paths and limit the
time on busy roads.
Some of our regular rides involve Hawley Lake or
Hartley Wintney and in nicer weather we take to
slightly hillier lanes near Crondall and Odiham. We
also take advantage of the vast amount of military
land around Fleet. I am sure that there are not
many countries where the army allows the public
on walk or cycle on their training ground.
I look forward to receiving your emails on 25 August, if you want to cycle with us next season.
Nick Keeley nickkeeley@hotmail.co.uk

What a difference a year makes or How I
stopped worrying and learned to love Zoom
Back in March 2020, the decision was taken to postpone Richard Wigram's monthly meeting talk, 'In
search of Elgar', while we awaited developments.
And developments there surely were. Fortunately,
out of the encircling gloom, popped Maurice Kent
(aided and abetted by Jerry Ward) whose YouTube
talk on the history of local cinema reached an audience nearly ten times that of a normal monthly
meeting. When Mike Rance interviewed Jazz man
Alan Barnes, and Graham Hix recorded a second
contribution with Maurice, I felt we were safely on
a new path.
Indeed, I reported – in my ignorance – to the committee that 'in my view YouTube served us better
than Zoom, and I would recommend that this is the
path we follow in future until we all feel safe sitting
in the Harlington'. I extolled the virtues of YouTube
and cheerfully played up the perceived technical
challenges that Zoom might present to an audience
from the u3a.
Yet here we are in July 2021, in a world where slipping in and out of mute, accessing the chat facility
for Q & As and turning our video on and off are
seemingly second nature. My doubts were certainly
not yours.
Moreover, Zoom has enabled us to welcome speakers from across the country, giving a breadth to the
programme we could not otherwise have achieved.
We have also achieved a wider audience than previously: there must be many members who – as one
cheerfully confessed - would possibly not have driven to the Harlington to hear about Gilbert and Sullivan, but found themselves fascinated by Richard
Blockett's engaging and very professional talk.
My committee colleagues are now talking impressively about 'hybrid' meetings, where those in the
hall are joined by others via Zoom. Reading the
above, you won't be surprised to read that I'm still
uncertain: I'm just waiting for you very capable
members to prove it will be no problem at all.
Onwards and upwards.
John Gawthorpe
Monthly Meetings Secretary
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Fleet u3a Walking Football and Onwards - A view from Adrian Bunting recently selected England
over 75 Walking Footballer.
In 2015, I was invited to go along and try Fleet U3A walking football by a golfing friend at Hartley Wintney.
The activity run by the Gaffer (Peter Buck) was in its early stages having started with only six members at
its first session. By the time I arrived numbers had grown to a dozen or so most of whom remain active
members today. We played for the first two years in the Calthorpe School Sports Hall, on the opposite side
of the road to the Hart Leisure centre.
Over the years numbers increased gradually pushing up towards twenty-five, thought to be a sensible limit, and now six years later there are 30 on the books with an average on Thursday morning attendance of
around 18 to 20, an ideal figure for three teams of six-a-side walking football. The Gaffer adopts an open
policy for membership and thus, not surprisingly, there is a range of player standard but that doesn’t
matter one jot. There is an overriding sense of fun, enjoyment and beneficial exercise. With many members, now age 70 plus, the scope for improvement is obviously limited for all of us, as is the ability to copy
the team leader in his warm-up routine, which is varied and always tests. Having a former Farnborough
Sixth Form College Head of PE and ex FA Coach doing the stretching out and warm-up session is challenging for all.
At about the three year point a regular member felt the U3A walking football should enter competitions,
play regular county league football and enter national knock-out events. Thus it was that Fleet of Foot (F of
F) formed up and several U3A players now play on a Tuesday afternoon with F of F but have remained loyal
to the Fleet U3A WF group. There is room for both groups.
On a personal note I was enjoying playing in both set-ups when an invitation to trial for the South East regional team came up in March 2019. I went along to Tolworth up the A3 with another FoF player, not really
knowing what to expect and was pleased to discover a few days later that I had made the squad. For
twelve months this involved monthly get-togethers at Tolworth, regional tournaments every 3 months or
so, usually around the Gloucester, Worcester or Birmingham area. But then March 2020 came along which
virtually eliminated organised group sport for twelve months. The SE regional manager in 2020 asked me
whether I would be prepared to trial for the England Over 75 team as he wanted to nominate me. Well,
nothing ventured, nothing gained – so I said yes please. But then of course a long wait for the trial and in
that COVID closure period, I thought that perhaps the English WFA had forgotten me – but no, an invitation to attend England trials in May this year at Solihull reached me.
‘Trials’ is an apt description because as the day approached and knowing that at 78 years of age I was
probably in the last-chance saloon I felt nervous. I knew only three of the 32 attendees who were all from
the same SE team and, as it transpired, were in the same randomly selected Blue bib team – however I was
in orange team. The strange part of a football trial is that you are in a team but competing for a place in
the final 14 against everybody else, including your own team. Other considerations applied. and thus rather than travel to the Midlands on the morning of the trial and risk traffic delays, a car breakdown or anything untoward, I went up the night before with my wife Sue and did B&B in Solihull centre. This proved a
sensible decision and arrival at Solihull leisure centre an hour before kick-off was beneficial for a variety of
reasons – not least the meeting of the players who were in Orange team many of whom had also travelled
considerable distances of between 100 and 150 miles for this England trial. Such is the lure of being selected for an England team, no matter what the qualifying age is.
Waiting afterwards for five days for the selection or non-selection notification was not ideal. A colleague in
the SE team, also at Solihull, rang me on selection day to say that he had not slept for five nights – fortunately he was selected.
The support from Peter, the Gaffer, all Fleet U3A Walking Football members and those of Fleet of Foot has
always been much appreciated by me and it was nice to receive a congratulatory note from the chair of
Fleet U3A. If international travel and games ever do get underway I would hope that some of the U3A
Walking Football group would be able to come along and offer support. As it stands the UK base is either
Solihull or the FA training centre near Burton upon Trent, thus plenty of monthly travel awaits me.
For the time being however it is back to domestic U3A Walking Football with our get-togethers on a Thursday morning - fun, exercise and good banter – but more important for me, no more trials.
Adrian Bunting
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Visits
Now summer has decided to arrive at last, the Visits team thought members may like a day at the sea.
We are currently looking at Hastings, with plenty of free time, which has places to visit if sitting on the
beach or strolling along the prom isn’t for you. How about the ‘Crime Museum’? Or more gentle activities
such as the flower museum which has been in existence for 110 years. As we are at the seaside the fisherman’s museum could be visited. We are planning to visit in September, when hopefully the government may have lifted the current restrictions.
A recent communication by Beacon to all members, re an interest in Kynren, in county Durham
(pronounced Kinren) has again proved extremely popular, with two members contacting me within three
minutes of the email. It just proves we are all ready to go out. This will be a three to four night stay in August / September 2022 near Bishop Auckland in County Durham. This is a unique, Saturday night only,
open air experience of 2000 years of British history. Email me if you are interested in going and have look
at the Kynren web site to find out more. Deposits will be collected some time in November 2021, when
ticket deposits will have to be paid. I am currently awaiting hotel information. All interested people will
be updated when I have more details.
Lincoln will be our spring three night stay on March 30th 2022 plenty of free time to browse the old town,
castle and cathedral. The full itinerary is being worked on. We do hope to be able to meet in person to
take bookings, but if we can’t emails will be sent to everyone who has shown an interest and details will
follow. This has worked very well for our Thursford trip in November. Currently we have a waiting list, but
it is worthwhile putting your name down as cancellations do happen.
Great news. Visits has another team member Peter Alexander, who came forward after my last newsletter request, I am sure he will be a great asset to the team and Chris will certainly welcome another
man to keep him company!
The monthly zoom meeting will announce our visits news, so, if you are interested in ANY of the above,
please email me at visits@fleetu3a.org.uk Spread the word to members who don’t read the newsletter
or have access to the zoom meetings.
Many venues are still only contactable by email, telephone calls are not answered, or take weeks to return the call, so getting information is proving difficult. We are planning a catch up in 2022 for some of
the venues that were cancelled in 2020.
As many of us have had holidays cancelled in the last year come and join U3A on ours with no around the
houses and travelling with U3A members. Many people who have never been away, or on day trip with
us, are amazed at the fun and laughter we all have and comment on the good value as well. We have
travelled the length and breadth of Great Britain.
Come and try us.
I hope my inbox gets full with you the members having an interest in going on a visit.
If you have somewhere you would like to visit let us know and it may be in the 2023 Programme.
Looking forward to seeing you on the coach very soon.
Carole Matthews

Possible New Group
Is anyone interested in a series of four or five workshop sessions to learn the RUSSIAN ALPHABET?
If so, please drop me an email to let me know at DCLawes@gmail.com
I took Russian for a year in senior school so I have a good grounding in the alphabet even though I have
not advanced my skills in the language.
When my wife and I had a holiday in Russia a few years ago, the ability to read signs and Metro station
names was invaluable. If you are considering a holiday in Russia when travel restrictions ease, I would
strongly recommend learning the alphabet.
The workshop would introduce the letters and a few words to practice the pronunciation when they are
strung together. It is not intended to be a language course although, if interest is sufficient, we could investigate that as a follow up. Inevitably you would pick up some words during the workshops so this may
fuel an interest to go further.
I suggest a series of five one-hour sessions, at two-weekly intervals but days and times will need to be decided once we find out if there is sufficient interest.
If you have any questions, drop me an email at the above address.
David Lawes
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Thailand Transportation Seven Ways
Over a year in lockdown and increasing mobility problems have rendered me chair bound. Now the world
could be opening up again, I realise I still can’t get out of the house, but I do have wonderful memories of
what we have done in the past, and can relive it all again.
In 1989 we went to Bangkok and Pattaya, a very colourful, noisy exotic experience. By 2000 I was far less
mobile and we opted to stay in Chiang Mai in the north. This was much more laid back and the people
were very gentle and welcoming in nature.
The hotel was on the outskirts of the town, in a rather poor rural area. It had recently been taken over by
Saga from the Thai who owned it and we were its first non Thai guests. The staff had very little English,
and a University lecturer came in each morning to tutor them.
We were able to go on organised tours, but could not get around independently, so spent a lot of time
hanging around the hotel grounds. We enrolled on lessons with the lecturer to learn Thai, to consolidate
the linguaphone lessons we had done prior to our first trip. I never got beyond lesson 5 but Mike was
quite good at it - but more of that later.
As we both had teaching experience, we were invited to give the staff English lessons each morning, to
give them a chance to practise speaking the language. We loved doing this, and were treated like royalty.
We were offered spirits and cocktails, but couldn’t face that in a morning, and they were amazed we opted for water. They were very willing to learn and a delight to teach.
It is part of the Thai nature to look after the older generation and anybody who was not well, and I was
treated with such kindness and respect.
One example was when we were going to the restaurant for breakfast. As we left our villa, Mike realised
he had left our entry card behind, so he nipped back for it, leaving me to go on my own with my walking
stick. Suddenly two very concerned waiters were by my side wanting to know “where is Mr Man?” They
helped me across to the restaurant and sat me down.
Our first excursion was way North to the forests to experience elephants. This started off with a luxurious
coach trip, navigating some very precarious winding roads, with many steep drops and magnificent views.
After watching the elephants being washed in the river, we were treated to a lovely lunch, we then came
to the highlight of the trip - the elephant ride.
As usual, I was last in the queue. It was very hot, and I was feeling I would have to abandon it, as I was in
such pain. However, a lovely couple from Switzerland, much younger than us were in front of us, and seeing the state I was in, offered for us to take their place, whilst they could wait for the next elephant to
come along.
This turned out to be a blessing in disguise. Our mahout was obviously fairly new and inexperienced. As
we trundled towards the river, “Nellie” as we nicknamed her decided that wasn’t to her liking, and did her
own thing, wandering into a banana plantation. Our mahout was very embarrassed but we were quite relaxed about it. As he eventually persuaded her to approach the river, we were overtaken by our Swiss
friends who were on the elephant which had been designated to us.
By the time we had entered the river they we quite some way in the distance. Suddenly, there was the
most alarming trumpeting, their elephant raised its trunk in the air and charged. The howdah slipped
down the side of the elephant and they all fell into the water - shaken, not stirred. Had it been us, I don’t
think I would have survived.
Some much needed rest and relaxation followed, with information of how the elephants work in the forests, followed by our next transportation, an ox cart to the river where we would board a raft to cruise
down the river.
Ox cart and arthritis do not mix well!!
I stumbled off this, to queue patiently for the raft. This was not an easy undertaking, involving a muddy
slope and a primitive raft. Two pleasant frail old ladies were in front of us. They got on and sat on the
front plank. We gingerly followed, sat down and immediately sank into the water. We were much heavier
than the two ladies so we were politely asked to swap places. I was incapable of moving by then, so Mike
moved to the front and one of the ladies sat next to me - not an easy manoeuvre. Now I really missed
Mikes massive shoulders and strong arms which had supported me for years. Had I leaned on this lady, I
would have annihilated her. So, a romantic cruise down this picturesque river was quite anxiety provoking.
Continued on page 7
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Continued from page 6

She was a lovely person, recently widowed and recovering from cancer, so I was very sympathetic, but
this was not conducive to soaking up the scenery.
We came to the end of the voyage and I naively looked round for the landing stage. There wasn’t one.
There was a steep muddy Bank with some footholds dug into it. I looked at it and thought “ There is no
way I can get up there.” The alternative was to stay on the raft for ever, so Lord help me, I did it. Don’t ask
me how. The steps were not built for short legs and arthritis, and by now I was exhausted. On reaching
the top of the bank, I expected to see the waiting coach. How naive can you get? It was miles away. By
the time I reached it, last as usual, a further obstacle was that to reach the coach you had to navigate a
steep scree slope.
Clinging for dear life to Mike, I set off. There was pandemonium. My companion on the raft had fallen
down the slope. Her leg was at an awful angle and bone was sticking out. The Thais were trying to move
her, which could have been fatal. I shouted out to leave her, but they did not understand, so I let go of
Mike and dashed down to stop them. I slipped, and just about landed on top of her, but at least I stopped
them moving her.
There was no phone signal, so they had to find someone with a car to take them to call for help. So we
arrived very late back at the hotel. Anybody in their right mind would have had a hot bath, a stiff drink, a
meal in the restaurant and an early night.
As luck would have it, we had arranged, prior to the holiday to meet a couple of acquaintances from Fleet
who were also staying in Chiang Mai. They had recommended a meal at a restaurant they knew well. Instead of cancelling, we got a taxi and went.
We entered a small bar with a jazz band playing at full pelt, ordered a drink and went through to the restaurant which was open on one side overlooking a garden, a lovely setting. The food was superb. We
could hear the din from the bar, but it wasn’t too obtrusive. Then to our horror, the garden below was
filled with a huge party of Japanese business men, getting very drunk and yelling and singing at the top of
their voices. Our friend had a high, squeaky voice, but that became indecipherable. Her husband was very
softly spoken, so I never could hear a word he said anyway.
The noise was very tiring on top of the day we had endured. We made our excuses and left. In the absence of any taxis, we hailed a tuc tuc. This was not easy to climb into, and when I sat down, the seat was
very low and set back a long way from the opening. “Could be a problem getting out” I thought.
That was the least of our worries. Mike was able to give directions in Thai, but the driver got lost. Mike
has the ability to keep calm in most situations, but I was aware of panic welling up inside him. What I hadn’t realised was that we were heading the wrong way down a dual carriageway. Mike managed to get him
off the road onto some wasteland. The driver wanted to throw us out there, but we had no idea where
we were, so Mike made some intelligent deductions and told him to keep going, hoping we would reach
the hotel somehow.
By now the driver was shaking, and suddenly Mike spotted the turning to where the hotel was. He paid
him and calmed the poor man down, but there was no way he could haul me out. My body decided it had
done enough, and wasn’t going anywhere.
Luckily the waiters in the restaurant spotted what was going on. One, a lovely young man with the nickname Banana, leaned into the tuc tuc and scooped me into his arms like a baby and lifted me out. How
kind and gentle.
So, even though I am now house bound, I have to say that life is a lot easier!
Sylvia Brown

July Book Review
I have chosen some delicious fiction for the review this month, ‘A Gentleman in Moscow’ by American
author, Amor Towles
In June 1922 Count Alexander Rostov is confined to the Hotel Metropol in the centre of Moscow in perpetuity for the crime of writing subversive poetry by a Bolshevik tribunal. He is saved from execution by senior party officials as there is a belief that he supported the revolution in its early years. It is made clear to
him however that should he leave the hotel he will be shot. What follows is an intriguing and humorous
account of a life lead in captivity. How can someone live a full life with such constraints?
An intelligent and joyous book about how to get the most out of a life full of restrictions. I highly recommend this as an antidote to the restrictions we have ourselves been experiencing of late.
Carol
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The Doko Challenge
Chris Green from Fleet u3a, is a member of Nick Keeley’s excellent Thursday cycling group, but as a change
from two wheels, recently took part in a special challenge. Here’s the story.
On a hill above the cantonment of Dehradun (about 165 miles north of Delhi and close to the border with
Nepal) is where the battle of Kalunga, or Nalapani, took place between the forces of the East India Company and those of Balbhadra Thapa as part of the Anglo-Nepal war (1814-1816). An unusual memorial commemorates the event in Dehradun. One pillar is in honour of the British and one in honour of the Nepalese.
So impressed were the British with the courage of the Nepalese that in 1815 they began recruiting them
into what is now the British Brigade of Gurkhas. The war was ended by the Treaty of Sugauli in 1816. Gurkhas have served the British Crown with distinction ever since and have won 26 Victoria Crosses and numerous other gallantry awards on battlefields around the world.
Chris’s old Regiment, The Queen’s Own Gurkha Logistic Regiment (formed in 1958) is based in Aldershot.

Kalunga memorial (courtesy The Gurkha Museum)

Doko at the ready!

Nowadays, hundreds of young Nepalese apply each year for one of 300-400 places in the British Brigade of
Gurkhas, and subject themselves to one of the most demanding recruit selection programmes in the world.
Part of the final assessment is a gruelling event called the Doko Race, designed to test mental fortitude as
well as physical fitness. Each recruit must carry a basket (doko) filled with rocks weighing 15kg (33lbs) over
a mainly uphill 4-5km course just outside Pokhara (west Nepal). They have 46 minutes to complete the
challenge.
In 2019, the Gurkha Welfare Trust, a charity that provides welfare services to vulnerable Gurkha veterans,
their families and communities in the rugged and unforgiving hills of Nepal, decided to bring the Doko Challenge to the UK as a fundraising event, and this year it was held on Wimbledon Common on 6 June.
Chris was one of 117 taking part – the oldest was 91(!) – and he completed the 5km course (somewhat
flatter than Nepal) with 10kg in his doko, in a time of 34:52.
Chris is already in training for his next challenge in aid of Gurkha veterans. His four-man team will walk
100km in 30 hours along the South Downs Way in September. It’s called Trailwalker. If you meet him striding out and about in the Fleet, Canal, Pond, Caesar’s Camp areas, usually in the morning, he’ll be very
chuffed if you say hello.

ENROLMENT DAY CANCELLED
Please note that sadly there will be no face to face
Enrolment Day this year, your Committee concluded
that it continues to be impractical whilst the times
are still uncertain. Instead we would ask all new and
existing members to contact the Group Leader of the
group they wish to join, either by phone or email.
Details will be in the 2021/22 Handbook to be released later in the summer.
In the meantime please direct any other enquiries to
our Enquiries secretary at enquiries@fleetu3a.org.uk

Find us on Facebook
Fleet u3a has its own Facebook page Our page on Facebook can be found by entering “Fleet u3a” in the
search box at the top of a
Facebook page. You will
need your membership
number to see it and join in.
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CHESS CAN BE ENJOYABLE (& GOOD FOR YOU)
After two successful u3a Zoom meetings support has been gathered from u3a members representing all
parts of the UK for the start of the u3a CHESS NETWORK
The Network aims to promote the study and playing of Chess in the u3a – both in local u3a’s and nationally
on web-sites and Zoom, etc. Chess, unlike Bridge, has never flourished in u3a – probably because it has the
reputation of being a difficult, aggressive, complex game, played in silence. On the contrary the rules are
straightforward and easy to grasp and after a short while interesting, thought-provoking games can be
played. Also, we have shown in the last few years that a Chess Club can be sociable, interactive and cooperative - where the intention is to explore the theory and play well but also to enjoy playing the game
and meeting other people.
There is little doubt that playing a game like Chess improves concentration, memory, decision-making and
spatial comprehension – so a real advantage for all of us in u3a!!
In September we are starting a nation-wide u3a Chess League which will be available to all members of all
abilities from learners to experts.
The objectives of the new u3a Chess Network are:
- to help and encourage new Chess Clubs; - to collect, and make readily available, information relevant to
u3a chess players and clubs.
- to encourage Zoom or on-line u3a Chess groups or leagues;
It is now possible to join the u3a CHESS NETWORK by going to: www.u3aChessNetWork.org.uk - where it is
also possible to register for the u3a Chess League starting in September.
David Castle Chess Subject Adviser

Are you confident online?
I may have worked in technology for much of my
career, but it certainly did not prepare me for the
huge advances online and in social media that have
become so useful during the pandemic. Recently,
my husband and I discovered the programme being
delivered by the Trust in partnership with the Barclays Digital Eagles team of specially trained tutors
to boost u3a members’ confidence online. We
have taken part in several of their Zoom tutorials
covering all aspects of online and social media use
and found them both very enjoyable and extremely
informative and reassuring. The explanations are
clear and concise and the atmosphere friendly, encouraging full participation with many questions
answered through discussion. There is also a comprehensive online learning platform, Barclays Digital Wings, that all members are given free access
to, without needing to bank with Barclays. Additionally, there are u3a tutorials to familiarize members in the use of Zoom and hosting Zoom sessions
which are a brilliant introduction if you feel unsure
about using Zoom.
This can all be found on the website https://
www.u3a.org.uk and select Events and then
Online Tutorials and either Zoom Tutorials or Barclays Digital Eagles.
We found these sessions and the Digital Wings site
so beneficial and I would be happy to answer any
queries. Jan Glasscock Enquiries Secretary,
enquiries@fleetu3a.org.uk

COMMITTEE
Chair

Paddy Powell

chairman@fleetu3a.org.uk

Secretary

Alan Jones

secretary@fleetu3a.org.uk

Treasurer

Neil Morley

treasurer@fleetu3a.org.uk

Membership Sec

Fiona Godfrey

Group Leaders’
Liaison Sec

Stephen Grosvenor groups@fleetu3a.org.uk

Events Sec

Carol Howlett

events@fleetu3a.org.uk

Webmaster

Chris Porter

webmaster@fleetu3a.org.uk

Monthly
Meetings Sec

John Gawthorpe

meetings@fleetu3a.org.uk

Newsletter

Sandy Redman

news@fleetu3a.org.uk

Enquiries

Jan Glasscock

enquiries@fleetu3a.org.uk

Programme Sec

Andy Kirk

programme@fleetu3a.org.uk

Minutes Sec

Barbara Jones

minsec@fleetu3a.org.uk

Venues Sec

Barbara Jones

venues@fleetu3a.org.uk

Outreach Sec

Jenny Teagle

outreach@fleetu3a.org.uk

Publicity Sec

Adrian Van Klaveren publicity@fleetu3a.org.uk

memsec@fleetu3a.org.uk

PLEASE AVOID TELEPHONING MEMBERS BEFORE 9 a.m.
OR AFTER 5 p.m.
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FLEET & DISTRICT
University of the
Third Age

Membership Renewal Invitation
Academic Year commencing
September 2021

The subscription for the coming academic year has been set at £14 per member. Three options for membership renewal and
payment are set out below.
In 2015 Fleet & District U3A launched a web-based membership renewal system (Option 1). Those members who made use of
the scheme last year will receive their renewal invitations via email. This paper invitation is being posted to those members
who do not have an email address registered on our database.
Whichever option you choose this year, PLEASE HAVE YOUR RENEWAL COMPLETED BY 13

TH

JULY 2021

Renewal and Payment Options
Option 1 Fleet U3A's recommended renewal process: Go to www.fleetu3a.org.uk and select the 'Membership' tab and
then 'Renew your Membership'. Please read the full Guidance notes on that 'Renew Membership' page. You will
need your membership number, forename, surname, postcode and email address to log into Beacon. Beacon will
transfer you to PayPal to pay, YOU DO NOT NEED TO SIGN UP FOR AN ACCOUNT WITH PAYPAL, you can just pay with
a debit or credit card. Those who pay via this option should receive their membership card(s) by email within a few
minutes. If your membership card email is not received within 24 hours, please inform memsec@fleetu3a.org.uk
Option 2 By arranging an electronic transfer to the Fleet U3A CAF Bank account quoting :
Sort code : 40-52-40 Account Number : 00006405
Your membership number as reference
Option 3 By cheque made payable to Fleet U3A in the sum of £14 per member. Please do not send cash through the post.
If paying by Options 2 or 3 please complete the form below (ticking the appropriate boxes) and post it to
Membership Secretary, Fleet & District U3A, 39A Court Farm Road, Longwell Green, South Gloucestershire BS30 9AD
I am renewing my/our membership(s)

Member 1

My/our membership number(s) is/are :

Member 2

Payment method :

Option 2 : Bank Transfer

Option 3 : By the enclosed cheque

PERSONAL DETAILS Please use BLOCK CAPITALS
Member 1 : Title : ……………………………. Forename : …………………………………………… Surname : ……………………………………………
Member 2 : Title : ……………………………. Forename : …………………………………………… Surname : ……………………………………………
Address : …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Postal Town : ………………………………………. County : ……………………………………… Post Code : ………………………………..
Telephone Number : ………………………………………………………. Email address : …………………………………………………….
Gift Aid (As a registered charity, Fleet U3A is able to treat your subscription(s) as a Gift Aid Donation.)
I/we have made a Gift Aid declaration in the past and wish it to remain in force
Please let me/us have the papers to set up a new donation
I/we wish to cancel a previous declaration I/we am/are no longer a tax payer(s)
Optional consent to receive Third Age Trust Magazines by post
I/we consent to my/our postal address information only, given above, being shared with the company that oversees the
distribution of the Third Age Trust Magazines.

A General Reminder
Please notify the Membership Secretary (memsec@fleetu3a.org.uk) or update your details on line if you change your name,
home, email address or telephone number at any future stage.
Thank you.

For Office
Use Only

Received

Membership Card and
Programme Posted

Entered Onto
Database

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM IN ITS ENTIRETY AND DO NOT INCLUDE A S.A.E.
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